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The IOT management platform is used to handle and transmit data from many types of power system terminal devices. The

current IOT management platform has a low data processing efficiency and a high mistake rate when it comes to finding

anomalous data. Furthermore, the effective selection and optimum decision of the convolutional neural network’s structural

parameters has a significant impact on prediction performance. Based on this, the paper proposes a decision algorithm for

locating anomalous data in an IOT integrated management platform using a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a

global optimization decision of key structural parameters of a convolutional neural network using an improved particle swarm

optimization (APSO) algorithm. First, an index model is created to determine if the data retrieved from the IOT management

platform is anomalous or not. Second, the structure of the convolutional neural network-based decision method for finding

anomalous data is examined. Following that, an enhanced particle swarm optimization technique is developed to optimize

the structural parameters of the convolutional neural network, and an APSO-CNN with improved performance for anomalous

data localization is generated. Finally, the established algorithm’s correctness, feasibility, and efficacy were evaluated using the

Adam optimizer. The results reveal that the established APSO-CNN-based decision algorithm for anomaly data localization
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Abstract
The IOT management platform is used to handle and transmit data from many
types of power system terminal devices. The current IOT management platform has
a low data processing efficiency and a high mistake rate when it comes to finding
anomalous data. Furthermore, the effective selection and optimum decision of the
convolutional neural network's structural parameters has a significant impact on
prediction performance. Based on this, the paper proposes a decision algorithm for
locating anomalous data in an IOT integrated management platform using a
convolutional neural network (CNN) and a global optimization decision of key
structural parameters of a convolutional neural network using an improved particle
swarm optimization (APSO) algorithm. First, an index model is created to
determine if the data retrieved from the IOT management platform is anomalous or
not. Second, the structure of the convolutional neural network-based decision
method for finding anomalous data is examined. Following that, an enhanced
particle swarm optimization technique is developed to optimize the structural
parameters of the convolutional neural network, and an APSO-CNN with improved
performance for anomalous data localization is generated. Finally, the established
algorithm's correctness, feasibility, and efficacy were evaluated using the Adam
optimizer. The results reveal that the established APSO-CNN-based decision
algorithm for anomaly data localization offers considerable benefits in terms of
accuracy and running time, with extremely interesting application potential.
Key words: IOT management platform, sample data analysis, anomaly data
localization, convolutional neural network, improved particle swarm optimization

1 丨 INTRODUCTION
With the continual advancement of technology and the

advancement of social play, the operating stability and
quality of power supply of the electric power system are
receiving increasing attention [1]. However, the failure rate
of power transmission lines remains very high due to
physical structural loss of current power transmission
equipment [2] and many complicated uncertainties in
long-distance power transportation, which has a significant
impact on regular production operations [3]. Based on this, a
full IOT management platform capable of multi- dimensional
data transfer and electric power system anomaly monitoring

has been created [4]. The IOT management platform, as the
basic support platform of the intelligent IOT system, is used
for the unified management and data transmission of
multiple categories of power system terminal devices, in
order to realize standardized data access and sharing of
terminal devices in various fields such as transmission,
substation, distribution, customer side, and supply side [5].
When it comes to the access characteristics of various
professional devices such as equipment side, customer side,
and supply chain, the IOT management platform still suffers
from insufficient device access flexibility management and
insufficient control of heterogeneous devices [6]. In terms
of lean and intelligent device operation and maintenance
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management, the IOT management platform has flaws such
as insufficient monitoring of the entire link of devices and
insufficient analysis and statistics of operation and alarm data,
making it difficult to grasp device operation status and deal
with abnormal problems of devices in a timely manner [7].
As a result, the investigation of IOT management platform
data analysis and processing by corresponding control
algorithms [8] and autonomous decision making of
anomalous nodes [9] has significant practical prospects and
engineering value.

The abnormal transmission data of the power
transmission system in daily operation and maintenance is an
essential data resource for the power system's abnormal
monitoring equipment [10], which mostly originates from
each abnormal link of each terminal category in real
production and operation [11]. The IOT management
platform may make the data features at the abnormal nodes
more evident by processing and analyzing the abnormal data,
allowing for faster decision making and location of power
system issues [12]. However, due to the power system's
extraordinarily enormous size, how to properly analyze the
current data swiftly necessitates the direction of matching
control algorithms. Existing data processing and analysis
techniques include fuzzy clustering [13], K-means clustering
[14-16], neural networks [17-20], and others. The literature
[21] developed a deep neural network algorithm and
clustering analysis-based approach for detecting
abnormalities in sensor network data. The test results
validated the developed algorithm's efficacy in recognizing
and separating ambient noise and abnormal events in the
network. The literature [22] proposes a network anomaly data
stream mining approach based on enhanced clustering
analysis. Real-time querying of data streams was enabled by
developing a pre-processing model for anomalous network
data streams [24]. The literature [25] suggested a data mining
and neural network-based system for monitoring and
evaluating abnormal data. The literature [23] developed a BP
neural network algorithm-based technique for detecting
irregular electrical energy metering data. Electrical energy
measurement data are acquired and utilized to determine
active power losses in this work. The technique described
above offers substantial advantages in low-dimensional data
processing and analysis. However, when utilized directly for
parallel processing and analysis of power operation data
based on the IOT management platform, difficulties such as
sluggish processing speed and big decision mistakes may

arise, and the benefits may be lost. As a result, more study
is needed to develop a control algorithm with strong data
processing performance and rapid operating speed [26].

In summary, the study develops a decision method
based on graph convolutional neural network for identifying
anomalous data in an IOT integrated management platform,
which is utilized to increase locating accuracy and reduce
data processing time. The study examines the index model
used to evaluate data anomalies, as well as the structure and
working path of the convolutional neural network-based
decision algorithm for identifying anomalous data.
Meanwhile, to prevent the inertia mistake produced by
setting parameter values based on the designer's expertise,
the study proposes the APSO method for global
optimization of CNN structural parameters in light of the
variety of structural parameter selection in convolutional
neural networks. Finally, the established APSO-CNN
algorithm's accuracy, practicality, and efficacy are examined
in the MATLAB platform. The results show that, when
compared to the traditional neural network algorithm for
locating anomalous data, the designed APSO-CNN-based
decision algorithm for locating anomalous data can
significantly reduce the data processing pressure of the IOT
integrated management platform and has a broad
application prospect.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the evaluation criteria and theoretical analysis of
anomalous data in power systems, Section 3 develops the
APSO-CNN algorithm for data processing and anomaly
monitoring, and Section 4 conducts simulation tests and
feasibility analysis of the established data processing
algorithm guided by example data. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the paper's primary work and suggests future
study areas.

2 丨Abnormal data evaluation model
The idea behind monitoring and autonomous location

of abnormal data in power transmission systems is to
compare differences in data characteristics between groups
to determine the probability and category of fault
occurrence, and to output the corresponding information to
assist managers in dealing with the source of the fault. The
process of processing and evaluating the detected data
should be carried out using the feature variables and feature
values associated with the data. Creating a realistic data
feature model aids in the speedy localization of aberrant
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data.
2.1 Rate of load change

After the operation data of each terminal device is
uniformly transmitted to the IOT management platform for
the power transmission system, it is possible to determine
whether there is an abnormality in the group of data by
counting the relationship between the load change rate of
each group of data to be detected and the system's historical
compound change rate range. The difference between the
daily load curve and the characteristic curve of the data to be
discovered can be represented as

   =max , 1,2, ,a a tD Y x Y x x N   (1)

where aD indicates the distance between the daily load
curve and the characteristic curve of the data to be
tested,  aY x indicates the corresponding value of each node

of the daily load curve of the data to be tested,  tY x
indicates the corresponding value of each node of the
characteristic curve, N indicates the number of nodes.

From the difference between the daily load value and
the characteristic value of the data to be tested, as described
in equation (1), the corresponding rate of load change is
calculated.

     
 

a t
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a

Y x Y x
x

Y x



 (2)

where  a x represents the rate of load change for each

sampling point of the data to be tested.
The load change rate of the data to be tested calculated

by equation (2) can characterize the change of each sampling
point on the daily load curve of the data to be tested, and
compare it with the fluctuation range of the historical load
change rate    min max,a ax x    . When  a x is within

the fluctuation range, the set of data to be tested is considered
not abnormal, otherwise the set of data is marked and
proceeds to the next processing stage.

When an anomaly is discovered at a sampling node of
the data to be tested, the data is deemed to be corrected using
the following equation based on the similarity of
characteristics between the data to be tested and the
characteristic curve in both horizontal and vertical
dimensions.
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(3)

where,  axY x is the load change rate of the corrected data to
be detected at the corresponding sampling node.

1x  and 1x  denote the previous node and the next node of
the current sampling point, respectively.

When comparing the horizontal and vertical similarity
of the data to be tested with the characteristic curve, if the
sampling nodes of the data to be tested show continuous
anomalies from node x to node y, the data correction is
performed by the following equation.
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(4)

2.2 Degree of data outliers
The number of outliers in the data acquired by the IOT

integrated management system while monitoring each
device of the power transmission structure may be used to
describe the presence of abnormalities in the group of data
to be discovered. The following equation may be used to
compute the degree of outlier data of a node in the data set
to be discovered.

 
  

 

2
min

,

k p
i j

j Q i j

x x k h p k
S i

d s s

   
 (5)

where i denotes a data node,Q denotes the data set with the

node i as the center of the circle, k
ix and p

jx denote the
data of the node i after the normalization process of p ,
respectively, d denotes the distance from the node i to , j h
denotes the total number of times.

The normalization process of k
ix can be expressed as

 max

max
100%ik

i
m m

x
m

 
  (6)

where im represents the data of node i at the first k
sampling, mmax represents the maximum similar value of
node i in the range at the first k sampling,  is the range
control parameter, which is used to ensure the normalization
calculation process is carried out properly.
2.3 Information entropy

The term "information entropy" relates to the relevant
theory of probability statistics, and the entropy value is
utilized as a judgment indication of a random event's
uncertainty. A greater entropy number implies more
disorder in the data to be identified, and vice versa shows a
high degree of orderliness in the set of data. As a result,
when anticipating the abnormal nodes of the grid system
operation data of the IOT integrated management platform,
the information entropy may be utilized to define whether
the data to be detected are abnormal or not. The following
equation can be used to express the information entropy
utilized in this study.
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   2log 1,2, ,i i
i

H x p p i n    (7)

where  H x denotes the information entropy of the data to be
detected x, which is used to characterize the disorder of the
set of data, ip denotes the probability of the anomaly of the

ith data node, which satisfies 1i
i
p  .

According to the above analysis, the information
entropy can be used as an index for judging whether an
abnormality occurs in the electric power supply system.
According to the power operation and maintenance data
stored in the IOT management platform, the information
entropy of abnormal data can be expressed as follows.

   2log
1,2, ,v v

v

p p
H y v m


    (8)

where  H y denotes the information entropy when the power

operation data is anomalous, vp denotes the probability that
the vth power operation data is anomalous, which also
satisfies 1v

v
p  .  denotes the calculation factor.

2.4 Judgment index of correct decision rate
When the historical power operation data of the IOT

management platform is extracted and predicted, the
proportion of abnormal node data is very small when
considering the scale of the power supply system and the
high dimensional characteristics of the actual operation and
maintenance data of various terminal devices. As a result,
when the fraction of abnormal data in the overall database is
relatively low, the standard prediction accuracy theory cannot
adequately estimate the success of the specified abnormal
data localization technique. As a result, as indicated in the
following equation, this research creates a thorough
evaluation index to evaluate the correctness of the decision
algorithm proposed in the study for finding anomalous data.

100%cc
c

cc cw

f
f f

  


(9)

100%ww
w

wc ww

f
f f

  


(10)

100%cc cw
all

cc cw wc ww

f f
f f f f




 
  

(11)

where c indicates the proportion of normal data among all
normal data, w indicates the proportion of abnormal data
among all abnormal data, cc indicates the number of data
that are actually normal and the decision result is also
normal, cw indicates the number of data that are actually
abnormal but the decision result is also normal, ww
indicates the number of data that are actually abnormal and

the decision result is also abnormal. wc indicates the
number of data that are abnormal but the decision result is
normal, all indicates the overall accuracy rate.

3 丨APSO-CNN algorithm
The structure and complexity of the electric power

supply system, as well as the quantity of different types of
terminal equipment, are enormous. As a result, for the IOT
integrated management platform, determining the abnormal
fault state of a power system node and making it obvious is
a significant technique to enhance power supply quality and
raise economic efficiency. Based on this, the study develops
an APSO-CNN-based decision algorithm for finding
aberrant data in the power system, the major phases of
which are depicted in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Anomaly data localization and decision steps of
APSO-CNN algorithm

As seen in Fig. 1, when using the APSO-CNN
algorithm to locate and decide abnormalities in power
system operating data exported from the IoT integrated
management platform, the data processing, model training,
model validation, and model prediction phases are covered.
3.1 Data processing

Being used for analysis, the power system operating
data given by the IOT integrated management platform
needs be analyzed. Because of the redundant nature of the
power supply system, some of the power operation data
may not be complete time series, which might have an
undesirable effect on the neural network model's training
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and testing. As a result, before training the graph
convolutional neural network model, the raw power time
series data supplied from the IOT integrated management
platform is processed. The following requirements should be
followed when processing data.

(1) Uniformity of time series dimensions
To ensure the neural network's training speed and

forecast accuracy, the amount and dimensionality of the data
to be identified must be consistent. As a result, the first
exported data from the IOT management platform is
processed in accordance with the requirement of time series
dimensional uniformity, which includes information on the
format, units, dimensions, and length of the values.

(2) Correction of incorrect data
The recorded power data may contain mistakes in data

types, data formats, and misalignment values due to the
complexity of the power system and the comparatively
sluggish data processing speed of the IOT management
platform. As a result, the processing of such data is critical.
Duplicate and missing data are examples of misplaced values.
This article classifies duplicate data according to specified
standards, evaluates whether there is duplicate data in the
group to be tested by the similarity of neighboring data, and
selectively eliminates some duplicate data under the premise
of guaranteeing the overall data structure's logic. This study
decides to supplement the null values for missing data using
the associated data rules. By analyzing the distribution of

data features using the mean or median method to
supplement the null data.

(3) Deletion of major error data
According to the idea of (2) for the processing of

numerically misaligned data sequences, when there are
missing or duplicated data of large size to be detected, then
the overall deletion is considered to ensure the accuracy and
credibility of the overall data prediction. In addition, the
removal of irrelevant data will also reduce the
dimensionality and computational pressure of data
processing, which is beneficial to the fast convergence of
the graph convolutional neural network model.
3.2 Structure of CNN

Compared with the anomalous data feature localization
method developed by the designer's artificial experience,
CNN can extract deeper features of the anomalous data
sequence of the joint management platform. the
convolutional layer of CNN can directly perform feature
extraction on the initial sample data sequence, avoiding the
problems of inadequate feature extraction and high error
rate of the manual feature extraction method, and ensuring
the accuracy of anomalous data localization and decision
making. CNN can be used by multiple the structure of CNN
mainly includes input layer, convolutional layer, pooling
layer, fully connected layer, Softmax classification layer
and output layer, as shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2 Basic structure of the designed CNN
The CNN model designed in the article for the

application of anomaly data localization in the IOT
management platform is designed with two
convolutional layers, two pooling layers, one
activation layer, and one fully connected layer,
according to the role of each layer structure and the
processing characteristics of the data. In the real
connection, the architecture of the convolutional and

pooling layers intersects. The pooling type is VALID,
and the kernel of the two pooling layers is specified as
3*1. The role of each layer structure in processing the
initial data sequence to be detected output from the
IOT management platform may be generally defined
as follows.

(1) Input layer
The CNN's input layer receives the data sequence
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to be detected from the IoT management platform.
When inputting the CNN model, the data sequence to
be detected must first be pre-processed as stated in
Section3.1 and turned into a data sequence that meets
the CNN model format requirements.

(2) Convolutional layer
The convolutional layer can be regarded as a set

of N*N filters combined in a certain order, with
multiple mapping features. After receiving the data
sequence to be detected transmitted from the input
layer, the convolution layer is calculated according to
the parameters of convolution kernel size and
convolution kernel move step set by the
implementation, and the sum of the parameters in the
convolution kernel and the corresponding position
points after multiplying them in sequence is used as
the result of the convolution layer. After calculating
the convolution in the order of arrangement, the final
output data, i.e., the convolutional features of the
convolutional kernel size, is input to the next layer of
the structure. The process can be described by the
following equation.

   1

1

m
i i i i
l x xl ll

x

A f A W q



   (12)

where i
lA denotes the lth neuron at the output of the i

layer,  lf denotes the activation function at the layer

i, m denotes the number of neurons, i
xlW denotes the

weight coefficient between the x neuron and the l
neuron at the output of the ith layer, i

lq denotes the bias
of the l neuron at the output of the i layer, denotes
the sign of the convolution operation.

The activation function  lf in the above

equation can be set to different forms to calculate the
convolutional features of the convolutional layer. The
following equation is chosen in the article as the
formula for the activation function  lf .

 tanh
A A

A A

e eA
e e









(13)

(3) Pooling layer
The pooling layer, which contains both

maximum pooling and average pooling, is often
situated between the convolutional layers and is used
to minimize the spatial size of the feature data
acquired from the convolutional layers. Because the
data samples created by the IOT management
platform during everyday operations are exceedingly

big, the influence of unknown disturbance and noise
elements is significant. As a result, the article opts for
maximal pooling for future data modification. The
largest value in the pooling window is the pooling
output corresponding to the location of the input data
sequence. The maximum pooling calculation
technique has the following formula

 1
1

max
m

i i i
l x l

x
A A q



 
  

 
 (14)

(4) Fully connected layer
Each node in the fully connected layer is linked

to all nodes in the preceding layer, allowing the data
features generated from the previous layer to be fitted
and computed, and the results of the fitting to be fed
to the Softmax classification layer to complete
additional classification processes. This layer has the
most structural parameters due to the structural
properties of the completely linked layer. The
completely linked layer's work may be stated as
follows:

 1i i i i
l x lo lA f A D q   (15)

where i
loD denotes the learnable parameters of

the i layer.
(5) Softmax classification layer
The Softmax classification layer is used to output

the probability of occurrence of the corresponding
fault class of the data sequence to be detected in the
IOTC management platform and can be expressed by
the following equation.

1

k

x

b

k n
b

x

eP
e






(16)

where kP denotes the probability that the data
sequence to be detected in the IoM platform
corresponds to the fault category of k, n denotes the
total number of fault categories of the data sequence
to be detected, kb denotes the neurons to be activated
in the output layer.

In addition, the value of the loss function can be
reduced by the gradient descent method shown in the
following equation when CNN is applied to the
abnormal fault prediction and localization of data
sequences with the IOT management platform as the
carrier. The commonly used loss functions are mean
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square error function and cross-entropy function in
two categories, and the cross-entropy function is
selected in the article.

 _
1

log
n

s d x k
x

Q Q P


 (17)

where sQ denotes the loss function value, _d xQ
denotes the expected value.

According to the role of each layer structure and
the processing characteristics of the data, the CNN
model designed in the article for the application of
anomaly data localization in the IOT management
platform is designed with two convolutional layers,
two pooling layers and one activation layer each, and
one fully connected layer. The structures of the
convolutional and pooling layers cross each other in
the actual connection. Among them, the kernel of the
two pooling layers is defined as 3*1 and the pooling
type is defined as VALID.
3.3 Improved PSO algorithm

The local and global search ability of the PSO
algorithm depends heavily on the control parameters
of the particles. A larger value of inertia weight
enhances the global search ability of the algorithm,
and a smaller value of inertia weight enhances the
local search ability of the algorithm, compared with

the social cognitive ability, a larger self-cognitive
ability will lead the particles to search in the whole
search space, thus enhancing the local search ability
of the algorithm, compared with the self-cognitive
ability, a larger social cognitive ability will lead the
particles to search locally, thus enhancing the global
search ability of the algorithm. The global search
capability of the algorithm is enhanced by the larger
social cognitive ability, which leads to local search of
particles compared to the self-cognitive ability. The
optimization process of the traditional PSO algorithm
can be described as follows.

(a) Initialize a particle swarm of size N and set its
initial position and velocity.

(b) Calculation of the fitness value for each
particle by reference.

(c) For each particle, the adaptation value is
compared with the best position it has experienced
isp . If it is better, the position is recorded as the

current best position.
(d) For each particle, the adaptation value is

compared with the adaptation value of the best
position experienced globally at gsp . If it is better, it is
taken as the current global best position.

(e) According to Eq. The position and velocity of
each particle isv are updated for.

                 
     

1 1 2 21

1 1
is is s is is s gs is

is is is

v t v t a r t p t x t a r t p t x t

x t x t v t

      


   
(18)

where 1a and 2a are learning factors, 1r and 2r
are mutually independent pseudo-random numbers
that obey a uniform distribution on  0,1 .

(f) The corresponding solution is output when the
termination condition is satisfied, otherwise go to step
(b).

Considering the performance limitation of the
traditional PSO algorithm between global optimal
solution and local optimal solution, in order to
improve the performance of PSO, an adaptive
policy-based particle swarm optimization algorithm
(SAPSO) is proposed so that it can well balance the
local and global search ability of particles with the
following adaptive update formula.

minminmax )()1(  t (19)

ffs ccctc 1111 )()1(   (20)

ffs ccctc 2222 )()1(   (21)

max
1

t
t

 (22)

where max and min are the maximum and

minimum values of inertia weights, respectively, sc1
and fc1 are the initial and final values of

self-perception parameters, sc2 and fc2 are the
initial and final values of cognitive
parameters, maxt denotes the maximum number of
iterations, in the adaptive strategy,

9.0max  , 4.0min  , 5.221  fs cc ,

5.021  sf cc , take the value of 1000 for maxt .

3.4 Optimization process of CNN structure
parameters by APSO

According to the previous description, the
structural parameters of the CNN model are relatively
large, and it is difficult to obtain relatively efficient
CNN performance by assigning parameters based on
human experience. Therefore, based on the
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performance advantages of the APSO algorithm in
global and local search, the article optimizes the
structural parameters of the CNN through the APSO
algorithm to obtain a more accurate model for locating
anomalous data in the IoT management platform.

The APSO algorithm can initialize and update
the velocity and initial position of the particles during
each iteration, and calculate to obtain the individual
extremes and global extremes for the current particle
distribution. Therefore, when the APSO algorithm is
used to optimize the structural parameters of the CNN,
a certain number of particles are first generated
randomly and initialized with the initial position and
changing velocity of the particles. The parameters

such as filter size, convolutional kernel size, and
pooling layer size of each layer structure of the CNN
model are optimized using the APSO algorithm. The
assignment of the above structural parameters is
carried out at the end of each iteration of the
optimization process, and the value of the loss
function trained by the CNN model is calculated by
combining these parameters. Through multiple
iterations, the optimal values of the above structural
parameters are determined as the final parameters of
the CNN model used for anomaly data localization
decision in the IoT management platform. The
specific optimization structure is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 CNN model for locating abnormal data in IOT management platform based on APSO optimization

According to Figure 3, the main structural parameters of
the CNN model designed in Section 3.2 are optimized with
the help of the designed APSO algorithm. Assuming that the
two convolutional layers are denoted as C1 and C2,
respectively, five groups of particles are randomly generated
when the structural parameters are optimized using APSO.
The above five groups of particles are used to represent the
number of filters in convolutional layer C1, the number of
filters in convolutional layer C2, the number of neurons in
the hidden layer, the value of the loss function in the

convolutional layer, and the value of the loss function in the
fully connected layer, respectively.

Define each of the above five groups of particles
as  1,2, 5i i   . The first iteration of the optimization

starts by initializing i in the respective allowed variation
range. The variation range of  1,2,3i i  is (20,150), the

variation range of  4,5i i  is (0.1,0.99). The accuracy of
anomalous data localization is used as the fitness function
for global search, and the CNN model is endowed with
autonomous search capability to obtain high accuracy
characteristics in anomalous data localization.
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4 丨 Simulation test
The method was simulated and examined with the aid of

Adam optimizer to test the accuracy, practicality, and
effectiveness of the idea of APSO-CNN algorithm based on
abnormal operation data choice of power system presented in
the article. In addition, the traditional neural network
(unoptimized CNN) method is utilized as a comparison for
simulation testing in order to evaluate the quick localization
performance when using APSO-CNN to anomaly data
localization decision.

Before the simulation begins, the time series of power
system operating data acquired from the IOT integrated
management platform are categorized, with 70% utilized for
APSO-CNN training, 20% for model validation, and 10% for
the final test. The maximum number of iterations for
improving the structural parameters of the CNN via APSO is
set to 50, with a particle count of 10 per group. To increase
the accuracy and confidence of the data, 10 sets of tests were
done for each data set during the simulation and summed as
the final anomaly data prediction findings. As illustrated in
Fig.4, the loss function values of the training and testing
processes are continually lowered.

Fig.4 Variation in the values of the loss function
Fig.5 depicts the combined accuracy of the

APSO-CNN-based anomaly data localization algorithm
described in the paper versus the unoptimized classical CNN
localization method. According to Fig.5, when analyzing the
success rate of 10 sets of data to be identified, the
APSO-CNN algorithm is consistently more accurate than the
standard neural network in the decision making of anomalous
nodes for power system operating data. Furthermore, because
APSO-CNN is adaptable to sample data, prediction accuracy
improves as the number of trials increases. This benefit,
however, is not represented in the typical neural network
technique. The typical neural network's prediction accuracy
even declines significantly as the number of trials increases.
Fig.5 demonstrates the existing APSO-CNN-based anomaly

data determination algorithm's great performance and broad
applicability for quick localization of anomalous nodes in
power system operating data.

Fig.5 Combined accuracy of the two algorithms when
applied to anomalous data localization

To further validate the benefits of the established
anomaly data localization decision algorithm in terms of
comprehensive usage performance, the paper conducted a
comparative analysis of the time consumed in completing
the process of detecting the required data and the number of
groups, and the results are shown in Fig.6. The simulation
time of the APSO-CNN based anomaly data localization
choice method in each group is easily found to be less than
that of the classic neural network technique. Given the large
number of terminal devices linked to the IOT integrated
management platform, timely decision of aberrant data is
critical, as it will considerably decrease the data processing
strain on the IOT integrated management platform and
increase its work performance.

Fig.6 Time consumed by simulation

5 Conclusion
The paper develops an APSO-CNN-based anomalous

data location determination algorithm for the IOT integrated
management platform, which is utilized to increase location
accuracy and reduce data processing time. The MATLAB
simulation results reveal that the existing
APSO-CNN-based anomalous data placement choice
method has considerable advantages in terms of accuracy
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and running time. In comparison to the traditional neural
network algorithm, the abnormal data localization decision
algorithm with APSO-CNN can effectively reduce the data
processing pressure of the IOT integrated management
platform while ensuring normal power system operation and
rapid localization of abnormal faults. We will continue to
focus on the appropriate efficient data processing algorithms
in future research to improve the working performance of the
IOT integrated management platform.
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